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The Calder Quartet returned to the Segerstrom Center’s chamber
music series Wednesday night with a characteristally demanding
program. That is, it was not only demanding on a technical and
expressive level for the players, but demanding for listeners to sit
through. That the concert ended up being so rewarding and, yes, even
enjoyable was a testament of this group’s powers of communication
and concentration.

The program seemed all rocks and hard places. It opened with the
advanced intricacies of Thomas Adès’s “Arcadiana,” a late
replacement for what was supposed to be the world premiere of a new
string quartet by Andrew Norman, who didn’t finish it on time. Next
came Britten’s tightly-wound String Quartet No. 2 (the first half of the
program was therefore British) and, finally, Beethoven’s sprawling
String Quartet No. 14 in C-sharp minor, Op. 131, that late, questing

masterpiece.

Formed at USC in 1998 and then continuing studies at the Colburn Conservatory (and Juilliard), the
Calders – Benjamin Jacobson and Andrew Bulbrook, violins; Jonathan Moerschel, viola; Eric Byers, cello –
are now citizens of the world, though we still like to think of them as our own. Known for a certain
fearlessness in programming (the group has more than 25 commissions to its credit) and innovative
collaborations (The National, Airborne Toxic Event), the Calders were awarded an Avery Fisher Career
Grant in 2014.

Adès’s “Arcadiana” (1994) gives you something to hold on to, which is all ultra-modern works really need to
do. In this case, it’s a series of seven pictures, expressed in seven movement titles, of various arcadias,
pastoral and aquatic, in Venice, England, and elsewhere. Bulbrook went through them with us verbally
before the performance and then we evoked each as the music went along. Sometimes, it’s as simple as
that.

“Arcadiana” is dreamy, ethereal and prismatic. It is filled with novel sound effects, mostly delicate and
beautiful. They are connected in such a way that we float along with them. There are melodies, major
chords, historical quotations – we hear them through a haze of glissandos, harmonics and spectral colors.

The Calders, who have worked closely with Adès over the years, traced the work with great finesse and
intensity.

They are unselfish players who weave imperceptibly in and out of the limelight of a given piece. Their tone
is lean, their fortes are punchy, not booming. They move together very well: the voicing of a chord doesn’t
change as it crescendos and fades. This tight teamwork is coupled with a keen group intelligence that sees
the big picture of a piece at all times, so they never exaggerate for momentary effect.

The performance of Britten’s quartet, which belongs to the same year as “Peter Grimes,” was as sharp as
a knife, the long theme and variations finale ascending in a single arc.
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Beethoven’s Op. 131 became less rambling than it sometimes can be, a fierce forward progress always
evident, the cheerful episodes manically or grotesquely so. Why is this music forever strange? The Calders
answered it: After all is said and done, there never is a resolution.
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